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About This Content

Down in the twisting labyrinth of Fang, unknown horrors await you. Countless adventurers before you have taken up the challenge
of the Trial of Champions, but not one has survived. Devised by the devilish mind of Baron Sukumvit, the labyrinth is riddled with

fiendish traps and hideous creatures of darkness to trick and test you almost beyond the limits of endurance.

Relive Fighting Fantasy – the beloved text-based, interactive adventures of the 80s and 90s! Push your Skill, Stamina and Luck
to the limits as you explore the depths of Baron Sukumvit's labyrinth. This gamebook has been converted to digital format using

Tin Man Games' acclaimed Gamebook Adventures engine.

FEATURES

 Make the gamebooks as easy or hard as you like and even turn on a special 'Free Read' mode to play the book like an
old-school cheater!

 Map feature makes it easy to keep track of everywhere you have explored during current and previous playthroughs.

 Unlimited Bookmarks allow you to revisit difficult sections as many times as desired.

 Classic, original artwork from Iain McCaig, all viewable through a collectable artwork gallery.

 Automated Adventure Sheet that keeps track of your stats, inventory and knowledge gained during your journey.
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 Specially composed, atmospheric soundtrack and effects.

Deathtrap Dungeon is digital gamebook DLC intended for use with Fighting Fantasy Classics.
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This has got to be the worst game I've ever purchased! What was I thinking?! Bad graphics, worse gameplay.. It's kind of like a
minigame-driven VN with a board game vibe. A one-of-a-kind game though, very unique and lots of fun.. Waddle Home is a
fun puzzle game in the genre of ChuChuRocket (Dreamcast).

Release a penguin from it's cage and it will walk forward untill it hits an obstacle, then turns right and walks forward again. Get
the penguin to the spaceship! Collect the eggs along the way. Sounds simple but the levels become more and more complex.

It's a great family game or if you want to cool down from actiongames. Looks good, sounds good, runs great, good price.

Specs: i7 6700k, 16GB RAM, R9 390.. WEAPON SELECTION
[ ] What's a weapon?
[ ] Standard selection.
[ ] Standard HALF-LIFE selection.
[X] Incredible weapon count!
[ ] ok please stop now.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: In the case of this game, a large count of weapons is done VERY well, and fits
with the game. You can expect to see weapons from HL1, HL2, and the HL2 Beta. There is also a katana, which is by far my
favorite melee weapon in the game. If you feel like it, you can even kick enemies.

MAP SELECTION
[ ] Horrible map(s).
[ ] Pretty good maps!
[?] HALF-LIFE quality!
[ ] Puzzle and platforming perfection!!
[ ] too much. too much. too much.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: As of now, this game does not have any original maps. All of them are from
HL2:DM, but that is perfectly fine for what the game is. The lack of new maps here is in no way an issue.

ENEMY TYPES
[ ] Less than base.
[ ] Base enemies.
[X] Extra enemies!
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: This game contains enemies from HL1, HL2, and the HL2 Beta. It's really fun
to get to fight against to many enemy varieties at once. The Beta enemies are not unbalanced, and fit very well with the
gameplay.

MOBILITY
[ ] Somehow less movement options...
[ ] Standard movement options.
[X] Extra movement abilities!
[ ] mostly useless new options.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: FIREFIGHT RELOADED equips you with a double jump and a jetpack. If you
put in the effort to get skilled with these new movement abilities, you can put b-hopping to shame with the incredible speed and
accuracy you can move with!

STORY
[X] No Story.
[ ] Story.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: I feel that this game does not need a story. Running around, killing things, and
getting overpowered is good enough for me.

- - - - -
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FINAL NOTES AND COMMENTS
This is a VERY good mod, but it is not for everyone. The game is closer to an RPG or a Hack N Slash than the standard formula
of HALF-LIFE. If you like HALF-LIFE and either of those game genres, PLEASE try out this mod.
A lot of other reviewers are saying the game is bad because it crashes all the time, but it is a very easy fix. Just go into the
advanced options, lower the max enemy count, and have fun!. Without Within 2 continues pretty much directly from where the
first game ended, with Vinty gaining some questionable internet fame (through a viral video of her freaking out after a guy
insulted her work while she was selling it on the streets) and receiving a government grant to attend a calligraphy event in
Melbourne, with a chance of meeting her idol and star calligrapher Excelia. Still poor (and basically barely holding together),
she departs for her first long-distance trip ever, as always plagued by unfortunate events and small disasters created by her lack
of experience.

The probably most unusual feature of this game is its in-detail approach to the experience of travelling to Melbourne - it not
only takes its time expressing the stress and wonder Vinty feels leaving her city and flying a place for the first time, but
describes the way she commutes after arriving and the landmarks she witnesses in a manner worthy of a travel guide (including
links to real-life videos showing the locations where many scenes take place). This has very little to do with the substance of the
story, but it's also kind of neat, I guess (not that I'm in danger of ever having the money to visit Australia from Europe, but
whatever).

When it goes to the story itself, it's slightly less a comedy about Vinty's internal struggles, as quite a lot of the focus is put on
Excelia, who Vinty first meats on her flight and than have further, turbulent interactions with. She's a quite interesting
counterpart to Vinty, as she both embody her every aspiration and proves to be a much more contradictory and petty character
that her public image would suggest. The two complement each other quite well and form a bond of sorts during the story, but it
also feels awfully rushed with how much of reading time is spent with unrelated gags and "tourist guide" stuff. Excelia's
behaviour and its fallout are never really explained to a satisfying degree and that feels like a lot of lost potential - the most
meaningful parts of the story are kind of glossed over. It doesn't make for a bad read, but for a strangely unbalanced one still.

While the game is definitely longer (around 2 hours of reading) and more complex than the first one (minus choices, as it's
completely linear), the production quality is on similar levels. The art is silly and heavily stylized, with both it and the music
creating a fun, cute experience. With its unusual themes and ideas, it's something I definitely recommend visual novel fans to
check out, even with the complains I've mentioned earlier - it could've done a lot of things better and choose its priorities more
consistently, but it's still an enjoyable, casual read, more or less worth the $5 asking price. And especially if you grab it on sale,
you'll definitely get your money's worth out of it.

-------------

PS If you're interested in quality visual novels, check out my curator page.. Don\\'t waste your money this version is missing
LOTS of features from Tower! 2011 most importantly voice commands. Maybe a few months down the roads after updates this
will become as good as the previous version. This is one of the few games I have refunded on Steam.
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Gao's voice is the meaning of life. By purchasing and watching this video you have now completed life. Congratulations!. It has
a solid base to work off of and this could be the first story driven open world vrrpg like game that really takes off. That being
said I have a couple of critiques. First of all the melee attack definitely needs haptic feedback, the weightlessness of the shield
makes it seem as though you are flailing your arm around for no reason. Second of all the telekinesis doesn't have any proper
way to throw back at an enemy other than moving your arm side to side, this is an issue that might not be able to be fixed since
that's just the way telekinesis works (but it becomes frustrating trying to toss back at an enemy). Finally my biggest problem
with the game is the blocky style of the graphics. Now don't get me wrong I actually prefer stylized graphics (overwatch) over
realistic graphics (battlefield) but the character models are incredibly blocky and the non moving sky and the water textures are
very immersion breaking. I wouldn't expect you guys to add lip syncing or anything but the faces definitely need a bit of an
overhaul specifically the eyes. All that being said I would give the work so far a 7\/10. I am very excited to see what else comes
from this project.. I can't say too much about the gameplay besides the first 30 minutes or so, but I can say the graphics were
stunning and very appealing.

Unfortunately, the trackpad-motion design (on Vive at least) was extremely motion-sickness-inducing to say the least. I felt
disoriented and motion sick within the first few minutes and I couldn't last any longer than 15 minutes when I first tried it.
While I understand a teleportation-based system might make the puzzles less fun and diminish the gameplay, the trackpad
movement was simply unplayable to me without sickness.

If you don't get motion sick in VR at all, this might be a great game for you, but I can't recommend it if you are susceptible to
VR sickness in any other games.. This is not a clicker, it is pure garbage. I am glad I got this in a bundle as I would of refunded
it within 2 minutes of playing. There are so many free clicker games on steam that are thousands of times better than this. It is
an honest rip off at $0.99. Some reviewers say you just have to skip upsizing your meal once to pay for cheap games. When you
have a choice to get this game or an extra mouthful of chips, go for the upsize, you wont regret it.. In it's current state I cannot
recommend the game. The UI will randomly vanish making progressing impossible as you can't selevt new buildings to be
placed, your spells or anything from the bottom panel as it no longer exists. Camera movement is clunky at best and completely
unresponsive at worst. The amount of resources you get vs the cost to craft things is rediculous as someone else has said it takes
10 logs for a house, 5 for a bow. . . . WHAT? That bow better be a mobile ballista at that amount of wood (it is not). The game
is not without potential it just is not ready yet and should still be in a closed alpha state till a somewhat stable and playable
version is ready.. half naked anime chick with pokemon combat 5/7
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